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Getting Started: Coin FlipGetting Started: Coin FlipGetting Started: Coin FlipGetting Started: Coin Flip

Getting Started is a fast-paced introduction. Read the chapter for details.

Suppose you want to model flipping a fair coin 10 times. You want to track how many of 
those 10 coin flips result in heads. You want to perform this simulation 40 times. With a 
fair coin, the probability of a coin flip resulting in heads is 0.5 and the probability of a coin 
flip resulting in tails is 0.5.

1. Begin on the home screen. Press  | to 
display the MATH PRB menu. Press 7 to select 
7:randBin( (random Binomial). randBin( is pasted 
to the home screen. Press 10 to enter the number 
of coin flips. Press ¢. Press Ë 5 to enter the 
probability of heads. Press ¢. Press 40 to enter 
the number of simulations. Press ¤.

2. Press Í to evaluate the expression. A list of 
40 elements is generated with the first 7 displayed. 
The list contains the count of heads resulting from 
each set of 10 coin flips. The list has 40 elements 
because this simulation was performed 40 times. 
In this example, the coin came up heads five times 
in the first set of 10 coin flips, five times in the 
second set of 10 coin flips, and so on.
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Keyboard Math OperationsKeyboard Math OperationsKeyboard Math OperationsKeyboard Math Operations

Using Lists with Math OperationsUsing Lists with Math OperationsUsing Lists with Math OperationsUsing Lists with Math Operations

Math operations that are valid for lists return a list calculated element by element. If you 
use two lists in the same expression, they must be the same length.

3. Press ~ or | to view the additional counts in the 
list. Ellipses (...) indicate that the list continues 
beyond the screen.

4. Press ¿ y d Í to store the data to the 
list name L1. You then can use the data for 
another activity, such as plotting a histogram 
(Chapter 12).

Note: Since randBin( generates random numbers, 
your list elements may differ from those in the 
example.
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Addition, Subtraction, Addition, Subtraction, Addition, Subtraction, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Multiplication, Multiplication, Multiplication, DivisionDivisionDivisionDivision

You can use + (addition, Ã), N (subtraction, ¹), … (multiplication, ¯), and à (division, ¥) 
with real and complex numbers, expressions, lists, and matrices. You cannot use à with 
matrices.

Trigonometric FunctionsTrigonometric FunctionsTrigonometric FunctionsTrigonometric Functions

You can use the trigonometric (trig) functions (sine, ˜; cosine, ™; and tangent, š) 
with real numbers, expressions, and lists. The current angle mode setting affects 
interpretation. For example, sin(30) in Radian mode returns L.9880316241; in Degree 
mode it returns .5.

You can use the inverse trig functions (arcsine, y ?; arccosine, y @; and 
arctangent, y A) with real numbers, expressions, and lists. The current angle mode 
setting affects interpretation.

Note: The trig functions do not operate on complex numbers.

valueA+valueB
valueA…valueB

valueA N valueB
valueA à valueB

sin(value) cos(value) tan(value)

sinL1(value) cosL1(value) tanL1(value)
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Power, Square, Square RootPower, Square, Square RootPower, Square, Square RootPower, Square, Square Root

You can use ^ (power, ›), 2 (square, ¡), and ‡( (square root, y C) with real and 
complex numbers, expressions, lists, and matrices. You cannot use ‡( with matrices.

InverseInverseInverseInverse

You can use L1 (inverse, œ) with real and complex numbers, expressions, lists, and 
matrices. The multiplicative inverse is equivalent to the reciprocal, 1àx.

value-1

log(, 10^(, ln(log(, 10^(, ln(log(, 10^(, ln(log(, 10^(, ln(

You can use log( (logarithm, «), 10^( (power of 10, y G), and ln( (natural log, µ) 
with real or complex numbers, expressions, and lists.

value^power È value2 ‡(value) È

log(value) 10^(power) ln(value)
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ExponentialExponentialExponentialExponential

e^( (exponential, y J) returns the constant e raised to a power. You can use e^( with 
real or complex numbers, expressions, and lists.

e^(power)

ConstantConstantConstantConstant

e (constant, y [e]) is stored as a constant on the TI-84 Plus. Press y [e] to copy e to 
the cursor location. In calculations, the TI-84 Plus uses 2.718281828459 for e.

NegationNegationNegationNegation

M (negation, Ì) returns the negative of value. You can use M with real or complex 
numbers, expressions, lists, and matrices.

Mvalue

EOS™ rules (Chapter 1) determine when negation is evaluated. For example, LA2 
returns a negative number, because squaring is evaluated before negation. Use 
parentheses to square a negated number, as in (LA)2.
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Note: On the TI-84 Plus, the negation symbol (M) is shorter and higher than the 
subtraction sign (N), which is displayed when you press ¹.

PiPiPiPi

p (Pi, y B) is stored as a constant in the TI-84 Plus. In calculations, the TI-84 Plus 
uses 3.1415926535898 for p.
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MATH OperationsMATH OperationsMATH OperationsMATH Operations

MATH MenuMATH MenuMATH MenuMATH Menu

To display the MATH menu, press .

4Frac, Frac, Frac, Frac, 4DecDecDecDec

4Frac (display as a fraction) displays an answer as its rational equivalent. You can use 
4Frac with real or complex numbers, expressions, lists, and matrices. If the answer 

MATH NUM CPX PRB

1: 4Frac Displays the answer as a fraction.

2: 4Dec Displays the answer as a decimal.

3: 3 Calculates the cube.

4: 3‡( Calculates the cube root.

5: x‡ Calculates the xth root.

6: fMin( Finds the minimum of a function.

7: fMax( Finds the maximum of a function.

8: nDeriv( Computes the numerical derivative.

9: fnInt( Computes the function integral.

0: Solver... Displays the equation solver.
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cannot be simplified or the resulting denominator is more than three digits, the decimal 
equivalent is returned. You can only use 4Frac following value.

value 4Frac

4Dec (display as a decimal) displays an answer in decimal form. You can use 4Dec with 
real or complex numbers, expressions, lists, and matrices. You can only use 4Dec 
following value.

value 4Dec

Cube, Cube, Cube, Cube, Cube RootCube RootCube RootCube Root

3 (cube) returns the cube of value. You can use 3 with real or complex numbers, 
expressions, lists, and square matrices.

value3

3‡( (cube root) returns the cube root of value. You can use 3‡( with real or complex 
numbers, expressions, and lists.

3‡(value)
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x‡ (Root) (Root) (Root) (Root)

x‡ (xth root) returns the xth root of value. You can use x‡ with real or complex numbers, 
expressions, and lists.

xthrootx‡value

fMin(, fMax(fMin(, fMax(fMin(, fMax(fMin(, fMax(

fMin( (function minimum) and fMax( (function maximum) return the value at which the 
local minimum or local maximum value of expression with respect to variable occurs, 
between lower and upper values for variable. fMin( and fMax( are not valid in expression. The 
accuracy is controlled by tolerance (if not specified, the default is 1âL5).

fMin(expression,variable,lower,upper[,tolerance])
fMax(expression,variable,lower,upper[,tolerance])

Note: In this guidebook, optional arguments and the commas that accompany them are 
enclosed in brackets ([ ]).
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nDeriv(nDeriv(nDeriv(nDeriv(

nDeriv( (numerical derivative) returns an approximate derivative of expression with respect 
to variable, given the value at which to calculate the derivative and H (if not specified, the 
default is 1âL3). nDeriv( is valid only for real numbers.

nDeriv(expression,variable,value[,H])

nDeriv( uses the symmetric difference quotient method, which approximates the 
numerical derivative value as the slope of the secant line through these points.

As H becomes smaller, the approximation usually becomes more accurate.

You can use nDeriv( once in expression. Because of the method used to calculate nDeriv(, 
the TI-84 Plus can return a false derivative value at a nondifferentiable point.

f′ x( ) f x ε+( ) f x ε–( )–
2ε

------------------------------------------=
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fnInt(fnInt(fnInt(fnInt(

fnInt( (function integral) returns the numerical integral (Gauss-Kronrod method) of 
expression with respect to variable, given lower limit, upper limit, and a tolerance (if not 
specified, the default is 1âL5). fnInt( is valid only for real numbers.

fnInt(expression,variable,lower,upper[,tolerance])

Note: To speed the drawing of integration graphs (when fnInt( is used in a Y= equation), 
increase the value of the Xres window variable before you press s.

Using the Equation SolverUsing the Equation SolverUsing the Equation SolverUsing the Equation Solver

SolverSolverSolverSolver

Solver displays the equation solver, in which you can solve for any variable in an 
equation. The equation is assumed to be equal to zero. Solver is valid only for real 
numbers.

When you select Solver, one of two screens is displayed.

• The equation editor (see step 1 picture below) is displayed when the equation 
variable eqn is empty.

• The interactive solver editor is displayed when an equation is stored in eqn.
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Entering an Expression in the Equation SolverEntering an Expression in the Equation SolverEntering an Expression in the Equation SolverEntering an Expression in the Equation Solver

To enter an expression in the equation solver, assuming that the variable eqn is empty, 
follow these steps.

1. Select 0:Solver from the MATH menu to display the equation editor.

2. Enter the expression in any of three ways.

• Enter the expression directly into the equation solver.

• Paste a Y= variable name from the VARS Y-VARS menu to the equation solver.

• Press y K, paste a Y= variable name from the VARS Y-VARS menu, and 
press Í. The expression is pasted to the equation solver.

The expression is stored to the variable eqn as you enter it.

3. Press Í or †. The interactive solver editor is displayed.

• The equation stored in eqn is set equal to zero and displayed on the top line.
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• Variables in the equation are listed in the order in which they appear in the 
equation. Any values stored to the listed variables also are displayed.

• The default lower and upper bounds appear in the last line of the editor 
(bound={L1â99,1â99}).

• A $ is displayed in the first column of the bottom line if the editor continues 
beyond the screen.

Note: To use the solver to solve an equation such as K=.5MV2, enter eqn:0=KN.5MV2 in 
the equation editor.

Entering and Editing Variable ValuesEntering and Editing Variable ValuesEntering and Editing Variable ValuesEntering and Editing Variable Values

When you enter or edit a value for a variable in the interactive solver editor, the new 
value is stored in memory to that variable.

You can enter an expression for a variable value. It is evaluated when you move to the 
next variable. Expressions must resolve to real numbers at each step during the 
iteration.

You can store equations to any VARS Y-VARS variables, such as Y1 or r6, and then 
reference the variables in the equation. The interactive solver editor displays all 
variables of all Y= functions referenced in the equation.
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Solving for a Variable in the Equation SolverSolving for a Variable in the Equation SolverSolving for a Variable in the Equation SolverSolving for a Variable in the Equation Solver

To solve for a variable using the equation solver after an equation has been stored to 
eqn, follow these steps.

1. Select 0:Solver from the MATH menu to display the interactive solver editor, if not 
already displayed. 

2. Enter or edit the value of each known variable. All variables, except the unknown 
variable, must contain a value. To move the cursor to the next variable, press Í 
or †.

3. Enter an initial guess for the variable for which you are solving. This is optional, but it 
may help find the solution more quickly. Also, for equations with multiple roots, the 
TI-84 Plus will attempt to display the solution that is closest to your guess.
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The default guess is calculated as .

4. Edit bound={lower,upper}. lower and upper are the bounds between which the TI-84 Plus 
searches for a solution. This is optional, but it may help find the solution more quickly. 
The default is bound={L1â99,1â99}.

5. Move the cursor to the variable for which you want to solve and press ƒ \.

• The solution is displayed next to the variable for which you solved. A solid 
square in the first column marks the variable for which you solved and indicates 
that the equation is balanced. An ellipsis shows that the value continues beyond 
the screen.

Note: When a number continues beyond the screen, be sure to press ~ to scroll 
to the end of the number to see whether it ends with a negative or positive 
exponent. A very small number may appear to be a large number until you scroll 
right to see the exponent.

• The values of the variables are updated in memory.

• leftNrt=diff is displayed in the last line of the editor. diff is the difference between 
the left and right sides of the equation. A solid square in the first column next to 

upper lower+( )
2

-----------------------------------------
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leftNrt indicates that the equation has been evaluated at the new value of the 
variable for which you solved.

Editing an Equation Stored to eqnEditing an Equation Stored to eqnEditing an Equation Stored to eqnEditing an Equation Stored to eqn

To edit or replace an equation stored to eqn when the interactive equation solver is 
displayed, press } until the equation editor is displayed. Then edit the equation.

Equations with Multiple RootsEquations with Multiple RootsEquations with Multiple RootsEquations with Multiple Roots

Some equations have more than one solution. You can enter a new initial guess or new 
bounds to look for additional solutions.

Further SolutionsFurther SolutionsFurther SolutionsFurther Solutions

After you solve for a variable, you can continue to explore solutions from the interactive 
solver editor. Edit the values of one or more variables. When you edit any variable value, 
the solid squares next to the previous solution and leftNrt=diff disappear. Move the cursor 
to the variable for which you now want to solve and press ƒ \.

Controlling the Solution for Solver or solve(Controlling the Solution for Solver or solve(Controlling the Solution for Solver or solve(Controlling the Solution for Solver or solve(

The TI-84 Plus solves equations through an iterative process. To control that process, 
enter bounds that are relatively close to the solution and enter an initial guess within 
those bounds. This will help to find a solution more quickly. Also, it will define which 
solution you want for equations with multiple solutions.
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Using solve( on the Home Screen or from a ProgramUsing solve( on the Home Screen or from a ProgramUsing solve( on the Home Screen or from a ProgramUsing solve( on the Home Screen or from a Program

The function solve( is available only from CATALOG or from within a program. It returns a 
solution (root) of expression for variable, given an initial guess, and lower and upper bounds 
within which the solution is sought. The default for lower is L1â99. The default for upper is 
L1â99. solve( is valid only for real numbers.

solve(expression,variable,guess[,{lower,upper}])

expression is assumed equal to zero. The value of variable will not be updated in memory. 
guess may be a value or a list of two values. Values must be stored for every variable in 
expression, except variable, before expression is evaluated. lower and upper must be entered in 
list format.
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MATH NUM (Number) OperationsMATH NUM (Number) OperationsMATH NUM (Number) OperationsMATH NUM (Number) Operations

MATH NUM MenuMATH NUM MenuMATH NUM MenuMATH NUM Menu

To display the MATH NUM menu, press  ~.

abs(abs(abs(abs(

abs( (absolute value) returns the absolute value of real or complex (modulus) numbers, 
expressions, lists, and matrices.

abs(value)

MATH NUM CPX PRB

1: abs( Absolute value

2: round( Round

3: iPart( Integer part

4: fPart( Fractional part

5: int( Greatest integer

6: min( Minimum value

7: max( Maximum value

8: lcm( Least common multiple

9: gcd( Greatest common divisor
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Note: abs( is also available on the MATH CPX menu.

round(round(round(round(

round( returns a number, expression, list, or matrix rounded to #decimals (9). If #decimals 
is omitted, value is rounded to the digits that are displayed, up to 10 digits.

round(value[,#decimals])

iPart(, fPart(iPart(, fPart(iPart(, fPart(iPart(, fPart(

iPart( (integer part) returns the integer part or parts of real or complex numbers, 
expressions, lists, and matrices.

iPart(value)

fPart( (fractional part) returns the fractional part or parts of real or complex numbers, 
expressions, lists, and matrices.
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fPart(value)

int(int(int(int(

int( (greatest integer) returns the largest integer  real or complex numbers, 
expressions, lists, and matrices.

int(value)

Note: For a given value, the result of int( is the same as the result of iPart( for nonnegative 
numbers and negative integers, but one integer less than the result of iPart( for negative 
noninteger numbers.

min(, max(min(, max(min(, max(min(, max(

min( (minimum value) returns the smaller of valueA and valueB or the smallest element in 
list. If listA and listB are compared, min( returns a list of the smaller of each pair of 
elements. If list and value are compared, min( compares each element in list with value.
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max( (maximum value) returns the larger of valueA and valueB or the largest element in list. 
If listA and listB are compared, max( returns a list of the larger of each pair of elements. If 
list and value are compared, max( compares each element in list with value.

Note: min( and max( also are available on the LIST MATH menu.

lcm(, gcd(lcm(, gcd(lcm(, gcd(lcm(, gcd(

lcm( returns the least common multiple of valueA and valueB, both of which must be 
nonnegative integers. When listA and listB are specified, lcm( returns a list of the lcm of 
each pair of elements. If list and value are specified, lcm( finds the lcm of each element in 
list and value.

gcd( returns the greatest common divisor of valueA and valueB, both of which must be 
nonnegative integers. When listA and listB are specified, gcd( returns a list of the gcd of 

min(valueA,valueB)
min(list)
min(listA,listB)
min(list,value)

max(valueA,valueB)
max(list)
max(listA,listB)
max(list,value)
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each pair of elements. If list and value are specified, gcd( finds the gcd of each element in 
list and value.

Entering and Using Complex NumbersEntering and Using Complex NumbersEntering and Using Complex NumbersEntering and Using Complex Numbers

Complex-Number ModesComplex-Number ModesComplex-Number ModesComplex-Number Modes

The TI-84 Plus displays complex numbers in rectangular form and polar form. To select a 
complex-number mode, press z, and then select either of the two modes.

• a+bi (rectangular-complex mode)

• re^qi (polar-complex mode)

lcm(valueA,valueB)
lcm(listA,listB)
lcm(list,value)

gcd(valueA,valueB)
gcd(listA,listB)
gcd(list,value)
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On the TI-84 Plus, complex numbers can be stored to variables. Also, complex numbers 
are valid list elements.

In Real mode, complex-number results return an error, unless you entered a complex 
number as input. For example, in Real mode ln(L1) returns an error; in a+bi mode ln(L1) 
returns an answer.

Entering Complex NumbersEntering Complex NumbersEntering Complex NumbersEntering Complex Numbers

Complex numbers are stored in rectangular form, but you can enter a complex number 
in rectangular form or polar form, regardless of the mode setting. The components of 
complex numbers can be real numbers or expressions that evaluate to real numbers; 
expressions are evaluated when the command is executed.

Note about Radian Versus Degree ModeNote about Radian Versus Degree ModeNote about Radian Versus Degree ModeNote about Radian Versus Degree Mode

Radian mode is recommended for complex number calculations. Internally, the TI-84 
Plus converts all entered trigonometric values to radians, but it does not convert values 
for exponential, logarithmic, or hyperbolic functions.

Real mode a+bi mode

$ $
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In degree mode, complex identities such as e^(iq) = cos(q) + i sin(q) are not generally 
true because the values for cos and sin are converted to radians, while those for e^() are 
not. For example, e^(i45) = cos(45) + i sin(45) is treated internally as 
e^(i45) = cos(p/4) + i sin(p/4). Complex identities are always true in radian mode.

Interpreting Complex ResultsInterpreting Complex ResultsInterpreting Complex ResultsInterpreting Complex Results

Complex numbers in results, including list elements, are displayed in either rectangular 
or polar form, as specified by the mode setting or by a display conversion instruction. In 
the example below, polar-complex (re^qi) and Radian modes are set.

Rectangular-Complex ModeRectangular-Complex ModeRectangular-Complex ModeRectangular-Complex Mode

Rectangular-complex mode recognizes and displays a complex number in the form a+bi, 
where a is the real component, b is the imaginary component, and i is a constant equal to 

.

To enter a complex number in rectangular form, enter the value of a (real component), press 
Ã or ¹, enter the value of b (imaginary component), and press y V (constant).

real component(+ or N)imaginary component i

1–
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Polar-Complex ModePolar-Complex ModePolar-Complex ModePolar-Complex Mode

Polar-complex mode recognizes and displays a complex number in the form re^qi, where r 
is the magnitude, e is the base of the natural log, q is the angle, and i is a constant equal to 

.

To enter a complex number in polar form, enter the value of r (magnitude), press y J 
(exponential function), enter the value of q (angle), press y V (constant), and then 
press ¤.

magnitudee^(anglei)

1–
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MATH CPX (Complex) OperationsMATH CPX (Complex) OperationsMATH CPX (Complex) OperationsMATH CPX (Complex) Operations

MATH CPX MenuMATH CPX MenuMATH CPX MenuMATH CPX Menu

To display the MATH CPX menu, press  ~ ~.

conj(conj(conj(conj(

conj( (conjugate) returns the complex conjugate of a complex number or list of complex 
numbers.

conj(a+bi) returns aNbi in a+bi mode.
conj(re^(qi)) returns re^(Lqi) in re^qi mode.

MATH NUM CPX PRB

1: conj( Returns the complex conjugate.

2: real( Returns the real part.

3: imag( Returns the imaginary part.

4: angle( Returns the polar angle.

5: abs( Returns the magnitude (modulus).

6: 4Rect Displays the result in rectangular form.

7: 4Polar Displays the result in polar form.
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real(real(real(real(

real( (real part) returns the real part of a complex number or list of complex numbers.

real(a+bi) returns a.
real(re^(qi)) returns r†cos(q).

imag(imag(imag(imag(

imag( (imaginary part) returns the imaginary (nonreal) part of a complex number or list of 
complex numbers.

imag(a+bi) returns b.
imag(re^(qi)) returns r†sin(q).

angle(angle(angle(angle(

angle( returns the polar angle of a complex number or list of complex numbers, 
calculated as tanL1 (b/a), where b is the imaginary part and a is the real part. The 
calculation is adjusted by +p in the second quadrant or Np in the third quadrant.
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angle(a+bi) returns tanL1(b/a).
angle(re^(qi)) returns q, where Lp<q<p.

abs(abs(abs(abs(

abs( (absolute value) returns the magnitude (modulus), , of a complex 
number or list of complex numbers.

abs(a+bi) returns .
abs(re^(qi)) returns r (magnitude).

4RectRectRectRect

4Rect (display as rectangular) displays a complex result in rectangular form. It is valid 
only at the end of an expression. It is not valid if the result is real.

complex result8Rect returns a+bi.

2 2imag+real( )

a2 b2+( )
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4PolarPolarPolarPolar

4Polar (display as polar) displays a complex result in polar form. It is valid only at the end 
of an expression. It is not valid if the result is real.

complex result8Polar returns re^(qi).

MATH PRB (Probability) OperationsMATH PRB (Probability) OperationsMATH PRB (Probability) OperationsMATH PRB (Probability) Operations

MATH PRB MenuMATH PRB MenuMATH PRB MenuMATH PRB Menu

To display the MATH PRB menu, press  |.

MATH NUM CPX PRB

1: rand Random-number generator

2: nPr Number of permutations

3: nCr Number of combinations

4: ! Factorial

5: randInt( Random-integer generator

6: randNorm( Random # from Normal distribution

7: randBin( Random # from Binomial distribution
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randrandrandrand

rand (random number) generates and returns one or more random numbers > 0 and < 1. 
To generate a list of random-numbers, specify an integer > 1 for numtrials (number of 
trials). The default for numtrials is 1.

rand[(numtrials)]

Note: To generate random numbers beyond the range of 0 to 1, you can include rand in 
an expression. For example, rand5 generates a random number > 0 and < 5.

With each rand execution, the TI-84 Plus generates the same random-number sequence 
for a given seed value. The TI-84 Plus factory-set seed value for rand is 0. To generate a 
different random-number sequence, store any nonzero seed value to rand. To restore 
the factory-set seed value, store 0 to rand or reset the defaults (Chapter 18).

Note: The seed value also affects randInt(, randNorm(, and randBin( instructions.

nPr, nCrnPr, nCrnPr, nCrnPr, nCr

nPr (number of permutations) returns the number of permutations of items taken number at 
a time. items and number must be nonnegative integers. Both items and number can be lists.

items nPr number
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nCr (number of combinations) returns the number of combinations of items taken number 
at a time. items and number must be nonnegative integers. Both items and number can be 
lists.

items nCr number

FactorialFactorialFactorialFactorial

! (factorial) returns the factorial of either an integer or a multiple of .5. For a list, it returns 
factorials for each integer or multiple of .5. value must be ‚ L.5 and  69.

value!

Note: The factorial is computed recursively using the relationship (n+1)! = n…n!, until n is 
reduced to either 0 or L1/2. At that point, the definition 0!=1 or the definition (L1à2)!=‡p is 
used to complete the calculation. Hence:

n!=n…(nN1)…(nN2)… ... …2…1, if n is an integer ‚ 0
n!= n…(nN1)…(nN2)… ... …1à2…‡p, if n+1à2 is an integer ‚ 0
n! is an error, if neither n nor n+1à2 is an integer ‚ 0.
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(The variable n equals value in the syntax description above.)

randInt(randInt(randInt(randInt(

randInt( (random integer) generates and displays a random integer within a range 
specified by lower and upper integer bounds. To generate a list of random numbers, 
specify an integer > 1 for numtrials (number of trials); if not specified, the default is 1.

randInt(lower,upper[,numtrials])

randNorm(randNorm(randNorm(randNorm(

randNorm( (random Normal) generates and displays a random real number from a 
specified Normal distribution. Each generated value could be any real number, but most 
will be within the interval [mN3(s), m+3(s)]. To generate a list of random numbers, specify 
an integer > 1 for numtrials (number of trials); if not specified, the default is 1.

randNorm(m,s[,numtrials])
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randBin(randBin(randBin(randBin(

randBin( (random Binomial) generates and displays a random integer from a specified 
Binomial distribution. numtrials (number of trials) must be ‚ 1. prob (probability of success) 
must be ‚ 0 and  1. To generate a list of random numbers, specify an integer > 1 for 
numsimulations (number of simulations); if not specified, the default is 1.

randBin(numtrials,prob[,numsimulations])

Note: The seed value stored to rand also affects randInt(, randNorm(, and randBin( 
instructions.
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ANGLE OperationsANGLE OperationsANGLE OperationsANGLE Operations

ANGLE MenuANGLE MenuANGLE MenuANGLE Menu

To display the ANGLE menu, press y ;. The ANGLE menu displays angle 
indicators and instructions. The Radian/Degree mode setting affects the TI-84 Plus’s 
interpretation of ANGLE menu entries.

Entry NotationEntry NotationEntry NotationEntry Notation

DMS (degrees/minutes/seconds) entry notation comprises the degree symbol (¡), the 
minute symbol ('), and the second symbol ("). degrees must be a real number; minutes and 
seconds must be real numbers ‚ 0.

degrees¡minutes'seconds"

ANGLE

1: ¡ Degree notation

2: ' DMS minute notation

3: r Radian notation

4: 8DMS Displays as degree/minute/second

5: R8Pr( Returns r, given X and Y

6: R8Pq( Returns q, given X and Y

7: P8Rx( Returns x, given R and q

8: P8Ry( Returns y, given R and q
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For example, enter for 30 degrees, 1 minute, 23 seconds. If the angle mode is not set to 
Degree, you must use ¡ so that the TI-84 Plus can interpret the argument as degrees, 
minutes, and seconds.

DegreeDegreeDegreeDegree

¡ (degree) designates an angle or list of angles as degrees, regardless of the current 
angle mode setting. In Radian mode, you can use ¡ to convert degrees to radians.

value¡
{value1,value2,value3,value4,...,value n}¡

¡ also designates degrees (D) in DMS format.
' (minutes) designates minutes (M) in DMS format.
" (seconds) designates seconds (S) in DMS format.

Note: " is not on the ANGLE menu. To enter ", press ƒ [ã].

RadiansRadiansRadiansRadians

r (radians) designates an angle or list of angles as radians, regardless of the current 
angle mode setting. In Degree mode, you can use r to convert radians to degrees.

Degree mode Radian mode
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valuer

Degree mode

8DMSDMSDMSDMS

8DMS (degree/minute/second) displays answer in DMS format. The mode setting must be 
Degree for answer to be interpreted as degrees, minutes, and seconds. 8DMS is valid 
only at the end of a line.

answer8DMS

RRRR8PPPPrrrr (, R(, R(, R(, R8PPPPq(((( , P, P, P, P8Rx(, PRx(, PRx(, PRx(, P8Ry(Ry(Ry(Ry(

R8Pr( converts rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates and returns r. R8Pq( 
converts rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates and returns q. x and y can be lists.
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R8Pr(x,y), R8Pq(x,y)

P8Rx( converts polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates and returns x. P8Ry( 
converts polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates and returns y. r and q can be lists.

P8Rx(r,q), P8Ry(r,q)

Note: Radian mode is set.

Note: Radian mode is set.
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TEST (Relational) OperationsTEST (Relational) OperationsTEST (Relational) OperationsTEST (Relational) Operations

TEST MenuTEST MenuTEST MenuTEST Menu

To display the TEST menu, press y :.

Ä=, =, =, =, ƒ, >, , >, , >, , >, ‚, <, , <, , <, , <, 

Relational operators compare valueA and valueB and return 1 if the test is true or 0 if the 
test is false. valueA and valueB can be real numbers, expressions, or lists. For = and ƒ 
only, valueA and valueB also can be matrices or complex numbers. If valueA and valueB are 
matrices, both must have the same dimensions.

This operator... Returns 1 (true) if...

TEST  LOGIC

1: = Equal

2: ƒ Not equal to

3: > Greater than

4: ‚ Greater than or equal to

5: < Less than

6:  Less than or equal to
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Relational operators are often used in programs to control program flow and in graphing 
to control the graph of a function over specific values.

Using TestsUsing TestsUsing TestsUsing Tests

Relational operators are evaluated after mathematical functions according to EOS rules 
(Chapter 1).

• The expression 2+2=2+3 returns 0. The TI-84 Plus performs the addition first 
because of EOS rules, and then it compares 4 to 5.

• The expression 2+(2=2)+3 returns 6. The TI-84 Plus performs the relational test first 
because it is in parentheses, and then it adds 2, 1, and 3.

valueA=valueB
valueA>valueB
valueA<valueB

valueAƒvalueB
valueA‚valueB
valueAvalueB
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TEST LOGIC (Boolean) OperationsTEST LOGIC (Boolean) OperationsTEST LOGIC (Boolean) OperationsTEST LOGIC (Boolean) Operations

TEST LOGIC MenuTEST LOGIC MenuTEST LOGIC MenuTEST LOGIC Menu

To display the TEST LOGIC menu, press y : ~.

Boolean OperatorsBoolean OperatorsBoolean OperatorsBoolean Operators

Boolean operators are often used in programs to control program flow and in graphing to 
control the graph of the function over specific values. Values are interpreted as zero 
(false) or nonzero (true).

and, or, xorand, or, xorand, or, xorand, or, xor

and, or, and xor (exclusive or) return a value of 1 if an expression is true or 0 if an 
expression is false, according to the table below. valueA and valueB can be real numbers, 
expressions, or lists.

This operator... Returns a 1 (true) if...

TEST LOGIC

1: and Both values are nonzero (true).

2: or At least one value is nonzero (true).

3: xor Only one value is zero (false).

4: not( The value is zero (false).
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valueA and valueB
valueA or valueB
valueA xor valueB

not(not(not(not(

not( returns 1 if value (which can be an expression) is 0.

not(value)

Using Boolean OperationsUsing Boolean OperationsUsing Boolean OperationsUsing Boolean Operations

Boolean logic is often used with relational tests. In the following program, the instructions 
store 4 into C.

valueA valueB and or xor

ƒ0 ƒ0 returns 1 1 0

ƒ0 0 returns 0 1 1

0 ƒ0 returns 0 1 1

0 0 returns 0 0 0
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